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a b s t r a c t

In a game with pre-play bilateral communication, messages may trigger moral incentives to honor
promises or agreements. We hypothesize that individuals’ inclination to keep a promise is highest if
the counterpart requited the promise. We interpret this as an inclination to honor informal agreements.
We report supporting results from an experiment.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Vanberg (2008) shows that people’s taste for keeping their
ord can be an important driver of pro-social behavior. His
ontext was one where subjects exchange messages. Hence, a
layer’s promise may or may not be requited, although Vanberg
id not focus on that. We explore an experimental design which is
imilar to Vanberg’s and hypothesize that individuals’ inclination
o keep promises is highest when their promises are requited. We
nterpret such a preference as an inclination to honor informal
greements.
Section 2 presents the game we explore and the hypotheses

e test. Section 3 describes our design. Section 4 reports results.
ection 5 offers concluding remarks.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: stefano.papa@uniroma2.it (S. Papa).
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2. Game and hypotheses

Vanberg’s game is presented in Fig. 1. Players 1 and 2 have
an equal chance to be assigned the role of dictator, i.e., the
player who chooses between Don’t Roll and Roll. The given payoffs
reflect monetary payments, not necessarily utilities, as individ-
ual choices may be affected by social preferences (e.g., inequity
aversion, reciprocity, pangs of guilt, . . . ).

Before the players are told their roles, they can exchange
up to four messages. One player is randomly chosen to send
the first message. After communication, players are randomly
assigned to their roles, dictator or recipient. Furthermore, half of
he recipients are re-matched with a new dictator. Only dictators
bserve the switch; moreover, switched dictators can read the
essages between their new recipient and his/her counterpart
efore re-matching.1 Finally, each dictator chooses between Roll
nd Don’t Roll, as shown in Fig. 1.

1 These features imply that dictators’ second-order beliefs are switch-
ndependent, which is essential for ruling out confounds created if subjects are
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Fig. 1. Vanberg’s game.

Let us formulate a simple theory. Assume that players’ utilities
re affected by non-monetary motivations, which may depend on
ommunication history. Namely, let the dictator’s utility when he
hooses Don’t Roll be 14-md, where md is the psychological/moral
ost of not being generous. Of course, the dictator will choose Roll
fmd > 4. Vanberg (and others) reported evidence supporting that
d is higher when a promise has been made. We propose that
d is higher when the promise has been made as a part of an
greement than as an unrequited promise.
We test this idea in two ways. First, we focus solely on dic-

ators whose recipient was not switched. We compare the Roll
ates of those who reached an agreement (RR-A-NS for Roll-
ate-agreement-no-switch) to with that of those whose promise
as not requited (RR-UP-NS for Roll-rate-unrequited-promise-
o-switch). Apply the above theory and allow for some individual
ariation as regards levels of md; we arrive at the following
ypothesis:
H1: RR-A-NS > RR-UP-NS
Support for H1 would be consistent with our idea that agree-

ents create more moral commitment than unrequited promises.
owever, such a pattern could also be consistent with beliefs-
riven motivations (compare footnote 1). Vanberg introduced
is switching-feature to cater to a similar confound. We follow
is lead and arrive at our second test. We compare agreement-
orming dictators depending on whether they were subsequently
witched. Specifically, compare RR-A-NS (defined as above) to the
oll rate of those dictators who initially reached an agreement
ut were switched and then matched with a new recipient who
ad previously formed an agreement with someone else (RR-
&A-S).2 The idea, analogous to Vanberg’s but here applied to
greements as opposed to any promise, is thatmd is higher for the
ormer group of dictators than for the latter. On choosing Don’t
oll, the latter group would not view themselves as violating an
greement, since the person with whom they had an agreement
as switched. Proceeding as with H1, we arrive at the following
ypothesis:
H2: RR-A-NS > RR-A&A-S

. Experimental design3

The design involved 192 undergraduate students each of
hom participated in one session. We ran 6 sessions, each of
hich involved 32 participants who played for 8 rounds with
erfect stranger matching.

guilt-averse as considered by Charness and Dufwenberg (2006) (and compare
also Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2007). We do not focus on guilt aversion here.
Refer to Vanberg (2008) and Di Bartolomeo et al. (2019) for more discussion.
2 The focus on new recipients that previously formed an agreement (as

opposed to any new recipients) is crucial to ensure that dictators’ second-order
beliefs are switch-independent. Compare footnote 1.
3 for the sake of brevity, here, the experimental design is just sketched.

instructions and additional tests are available upon request.
 l

2

In each round, participants played the game described in Fig. 1.
Before playing and knowing their roles, subjects chatted. More
precisely, each round implemented the following sequence of
stages, which was described to all players in the instructions
before play started:4

1. Communication. Subjects were randomly matched in
chatting pairs. Each chat consisted of four one-way max-
90-character messages in sequence with a random deter-
mination of who would start to chat.

2. Role assignment. After communication, roles were ran-
domly assigned in each pair.

3. Switching. 50% of recipients were re-matched with new
dictators. Only dictators were informed whether a switch
occurred. Switched dictators were allowed to read the prior
conversation of their new recipients.

4. Dictators’ action. Dictators made their choice: Roll or Don’t
Roll. Participants were then informed of their payoffs for
the round. Recipients were not informed whether they had
been switched, nor could they infer the dictator’s choice
when their payoffs were zero.5

At the end of each session, one of the rounds was randomly
chosen for payments determined by dictators’ choices. All the
payoffs were described in tokens, with 1 token = 0.5 euros. Each
participant also received a fixed show-up fee of 2.50 tokens.

4. Experimental results

Our sample consists of 768 chats.6 Out of those, we obtained
395 agreements (51%), where both parties promised to Roll; 204
cases where promises were not requited (27%); 169 chats (22%)
ended with no promise.

Our results are described in Table 1. It reports the Roll rates
or switched and non-switched dictators. Rows give informa-
ion about the kind of communication that occurred. Standard
eviations/number of observations are reported in brackets.
Let us begin with H1. We find that non-switched dictators

ho formed an agreement Roll more frequently (59%) than those
whose promise was not requited (43%): Z = 1.99, p = 0.046.7
ence, our outcomes are consistent with our idea that agree-
ents create more moral commitment than unrequited promises.
The support for H1, however, could also be driven by subjects’

uilt-aversion. In H2 we then rule out these confounds. Non-
witched dictators who achieved an agreement are more likely to
oll (59%) than those dictators who initially reached an agreement
ut were switched and then matched with a new recipient who
ad previously formed an agreement with someone else (40%):
= 2.20, p = 0.028. As of H2, Vanberg’s moral commitment to

keep one’s word seems to bind for Agreements.

4 The experimental instructions are available from the corresponding author
pon request.
5 Recipients could obtain a zero payoff in two cases: (i) their dictator had

hosen Don’t Roll; (ii) their dictator had chosen Roll and the outcome of the
ie-roll was ‘‘1’’.
6 As said, following Vanberg (2008), we consider each player’s chat a single
essage. Research assistants, blind to our hypotheses, catalogued all the mes-
ages. The research assistant was not involved in the design and execution of the
xperiment. Indeed, we asked three research assistants to classify messages and
x ante randomly choose the classification of one of them for the experiment.
he different classifications were, however, strongly correlated (with a high
ronbach-alpha value of 0.8604.).
7 All the statistics are obtained using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which

ompares averages at the session level. Our data are independent at the session
evel, but not at the individual level.
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Table 1
No-switched and switched SOBs and Roll rates.
Communication outcomes Roll rates

(a) No switch (b) Switcha

(1) Agreement 0.59 0.40
(0.49/198) (0.49/144)

(2) Dictator’s promise not requited 0.43 0.47
(0.50/42) (0.52/43)

(3) No promise 0.25 0.27
(0.43/97) (0.45/37)

(4) Recipient’s promise not requited 0.34 0.24
(0.48/47) (0.44/25)

aAs in Vanberg (2008), to avoid potential self-selection bias, we only consider
switched dictators who promised to Roll in rows (1)–(2), while we only consider
switched dictators who did not make any promise in rows (3)–(4). In each row,
SOBs in (a) and (b) are not statistically different. As a result, the table displays
the outcomes from 633 out of 768.

We can look at the other cells of our table. Non-switched
dictators whose promise was not requited Roll more (43%) than
those who did not make any promise (25%). However, although
the difference in probability is large, the effects of non-responded
promises are statistically not different from zero. Hence, promises
not requited are not statistically different from empty communi-
cation.

5. Concluding remarks

In an experimental game with pre-play bilateral communi-
cation, we find evidence that individuals’ inclination to keep a
e

3

promise is highest if the counterpart requited the promise. We
interpret this as an inclination to honor informal agreements.

Scholars who studied deal-making devoted considerable at-
tention to exploring the shape and impact of binding contracts.
Much less attention was given to informal agreements,8 possibly
because economists tend to agree with the quip (often attributed
to Samuel Goldwyn) that ‘‘an oral contract isn’t worth the paper
it’s written’’ Our results suggest that this dearth of research
attention is prejudged.

Data availability

Data will be made available on request.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.econlet.2022.110931.
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